BELT CONVEYOR

Belt conveyors rank among the group of
continuous conveyors and are characterised by a
particularly sturdy and durable construction.
Conveyance of bulk commodity and bulk goods in
the range of recycling, waste recovery,
composting as well as in the non-metallic minerals
processing and timber industries.

WASTE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

The scope of application covers simple conveyors
up to a special solutions such as hopper belt,
discharge belt, distribution belt or dosing belt
application area. We design and produce
customized solutions according to your
requirements.

GENERAL

A general differentiation of the series is generally
made between a rolling or a sliding belt support.
Possible combinations of sliding and roller
conveyors are often used in sorting conveyors. For
a specially shaped run the conveyors can be
equipped with either concave or a convex bend.
The modular sheet metal construction offers the
possibility of upgrading the conveyor without major
alterations whenever necessary and to complete it
with additional equipment.
Additional equipment such as speed monitors,
skew controls, trigger lines for an emergency stop,
covers in robust sheet metal construction or
light-weight, easily mountable or removable,
PVC-tarpaulin, side panels in different heights with
rubber or PVC sealing strips, belts in oil and grease
resistant quality as required, heat resistant,
multilayer, chevron belts or equipped with carrier,
scraper devices for differ applications perfect the
product range.

TYPE RANGE
TYPE
BRF-N-M
BRF-N-G
BRF-S-M
BRF-B-M
BGF-N-M
BGF-N-G
BGF-L-M
BGF-L-G
BSF-K-M
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DESCRIPTION
roller conveyor, standard type, troughed roller supporting station
roller conveyor, standard type, straight roller supporting station
roller conveyor, heavy-duty type, troughed roller supporting station
roller conveyor, hopper conveyor, troughed roller supporting station
sliding belt conveyor, standard type, troughed slide bed
sliding belt conveyor, standard type, straight slide bed
sliding belt conveyor, light-duty type, troughed slide bed
sliding belt conveyor, light-duty type, straight slide bed
customized design conveyors, multi type, slide bed in combination
with roller supporting station

